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Self-controlled. Others see exactly what you want them to see, and no more.
Precise, dispassionate, perfectionist, and something of an optimist. Asexual,
except when you need someone to think otherwise.

Always groomed, dapper and self-assured. Black hair, black mustache, dark
eyes. Long pianist's fingers – "strangler's hands," your grandmother called
them – and a reassuring little smile.

You already had quite the successful medical career when you were recruited
by the DGSE. They'd learned that you lacked certain... scruples... about elderly
patients who were already in ill health. With their evidence hanging over you
it was a simple decision to go into professional, governmental wetwork. To
your surprise, you very much enjoyed it. You were good at it, and for the first
time in your life you found that you were caring about something other than
yourself or playing the piano. It was a revelation.

Well, you may have changed, but the governmental blackmail didn't, and
you've been shuttled around on any number of missions. You welcome and
applaud the challenge. You dream of a time that your work leads you to
actually care with all your heart and soul about another creature, but it hasn't
happened yet. You are currently with a superb UN anti-terrorist team who has
mostly welcomed you. You're fairly sure this pleases you.

Oliver "Ashcan" Quinn, Irish Explosives/Wheelman. This man bewilders
and pleases you. You don't understand him at all. He's a raw mess of
emotions and needs, but he seems to have made it work for so long that he's
finally on the brink of retirement. As unlikely as it may seem, you may have
actually become friends. That's never happened before.

Mace Hunter, American Con Man. He's a sociopath who cares too much,
and it's driving him insane. You're not sure if anyone else sees this or not. It'll
be fascinating to watch. Hunter assumes role after role, and he's never able
to fully disengage from the ones where he's supposed to feel. You understand
him well enough to trust him.

Hung-Ke Lee, American Hacker. The boy is so proud of his every
accomplishment. He's afraid of you, but you understand how to manipulate
him well enough that you trust him in the field. His talent is notable.

Persephone Cardiff, British Analyst. Cardiff likes you, even when you're not
trying to be liked, and it unnerves you. You don't understand why. She's excellent
to work with, but what is she hiding? What's her game?

Gabriella Castellanos, Colombian Sneak Thief. This girl fears you although
you've given her no cause. She's the reverse of you in many ways: passionate,
stubborn and vindictive. While you don't care about this at all, you worry it may
make it hard for her to work with you professionally. You are reserving judgment
until you decide for yourself.

Jump In: (p75) Spend 4 Athletics or 3
Shooting, Weapons, or Hand-to-Hand
points at the end of any other
character’s action to take the next action.
(A combat spend requires an attack.)

Parkour: (p58) Once per foot chase, gain
a 3-point Athletics refresh by uttering
a brief, evocative narrative description
of your athletic endeavours.

Support Move: (p76) Make an Athletics
maneuver to grant a comrade a bonus
on a combat roll.

Breakfall: (p80) -2 from falling damage.

Extra Shooting Attacks: (p74) Spend
4 Shooting and 1 Stability after a
successful attack to make an additional
attack. (Against a different opponent,
Hit Threshold increases by 2.)

Two Pistols: (p74) Spend 3 Shooting
and 2 Athletics to attack with two
pistols.  Against two targets, choose
one to gain a +2 to Hit Threshold.

Sniping: (p76) Take a round to aim with
a rifle to reduce target's Hit Threshold
by 1, or by 2 if the target is unaware.

Suppressive Fire: (p77) Make a
Shooting test with an automatic
weapon to discourage opponents from
crossing a line.

Technothriller Monologue: (p77) Once
per fight, gain a 3-point Shooting refresh
by uttering a brief narrative description of
your actions with technical jargon.

Quincy Morris' Bowie Knife: (p35) You
can throw any balanced hand weapon
at a target within Near range at no
penalty to Difficulty or damage.

Extra Weapon Attacks: (p74) Spend
3 Weapons and 2 Health after a
successful attack to make an additional
attack. (Against a different opponent,
Hit Threshold increases by 2.)

Martial Arts: (p75) Once per fight, gain
a 3-point Weapons refresh by uttering
a brief, evocative narrative description
of your combat actions.

Feint: (p74) Spend up to 3 Hand-to-
Hand points to reduce an opponent’s
Hit Threshold by the same amount
until the end of your action in the
following round.

Smash or Throw: (p76) Spend 2
Hand-to-Hand points to Smash or
Throw an opponent in Point Blank
Range.  Smashing into something
hard or breakable deals -1 damage;
hard and projecting deals +0 damage.
Throwing deals 1 less damage, but
the opponent lands at Close Range
and moves to the end of the combat
rank order.

First Aid: (p62) Restore 2 Health to
another agent for each Medic point you
spend (or 1 Health to yourself). Once
per scene, you can restore 1 Health
even if your Medic pool is at 0.

Point-Blank Range: (p67) All firearms
deal +2 damage at Point Blank Range.

Called Shots: (p72) With a firearm
(beyond point-blank range) or
weapon, attacking the head or throat
(+3 Hit Threshold) or chest (+2 if target
is facing) adds +2 damage; attacking
the heart (+3 Hit Threshold) adds +3
damage. Unarmed, joint or throat (+3
Hit Threshold) adds +2 damage, eye
(+4 Hit Threshold) adds +3 damage.


